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RELEASE AS DELIVERED. APPROXIMATELY 1 P.M•• 3-21-64 

HIGHSPOTS PARAGRAPHS FROM ADDRESS BY DR. LLOYD BERKNER, 
GRCSW PRESIDENT. AT YALE REGIONAL SEMINAR 

SUBJECT: "THE GRADUATE SCHOOL: A REGIONAL CHALLENGE It 

Referring to Yale University as the site where the 

first three doctoral degrees in philosophy were conferred 

in the United States (in 1861): 

"This century of history, during which graduate 

education reached eistinction in America, highlights the 

problems that face our nation in building an adequate 

graduate structure. By 1920 some 10 American Universities, 

among which Yale was a leader, had created the foundation 

for our doctoral programs. During the 1920's and 1930's, 

10 more universities, principally state land grant institutions, 

had been added to the list, with five more as strong comtenders. 

"By 1940, the structure of American doctoral programs 

had come into being, organized around this group of 25 great 

institutions." 

* * * 
tiThe vexing national problem that has arisen is that 

essentially no new graduate universities have risen in the 

years following 1940 to augment the ranks of the great 25," 

-more-
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"The vexing national problem that has arisen is that 

essentially no new graduate universities have risen in the years 

following 1940 to augment the ranks of the great 25." 

* * * 
"Intellectual attainment, once a ••• union ticket for 

thi teacher, is new the central need for the welfare of the 

community. 

"Each of our 100 American metropolitan areas, which 

will concentrate our future pmm populations, is now clearly 

destined to become what Clark Kerr has called 'cities of 

intellect', with a great university functioning in the 

central role." 

* * * 
Among defects causing the hiatus in graduate educatbn, 

these are often found: Absence of powerful leadership from the 

liberal arts; a tendency to cling to 'gentlemanly' curricula; 

improper vision of the university as ••• five buildings or ! 
ta catalog ••• rather than a group of scholars and students; 

ridiculously low pay and high teaching loads; subordination 

of scholarship to athletics and other extracurricular activities; 

·rah rah l alumni bodies, and haphazard introduction of specialized 

professional training in the freshman year. 

"Unhappy as this picture appears, I don't think it 

proper to assess the full blame on universities. Many are trying 

hard, d~ desperately hard, to rise above this dismal status." 

-more
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Referring to federal grants in support of science. as 

a means of expanding graduate schools: "Some would advocate 

that the federal granting agencies should lower their standards • • • 

with hope that such grants to less than top-notch institutions and 
rise 

investigators would encourage their iiii to first-rate status. 

liThe response to this proposal is a ringing 'No I to. 

"To lower granting standards would open the door to every 

kind of boondoggle and soon bring the whole program down in ruins." 

* * * 
Basically (referring to the correction of the graduate 

school ~ hiatus): "Correction must be initiated at ~e state 

and local level through marshalling of community forces that insist 

on unqualified excellence. These forces must be considerable. 

* * * 
Speaking of the Graduate Research Center of the Southwest: 

"The essence of the idea has been the founding of a regional 

institution dedicated to the objectives and ideals of the highest ,
scholarship in research and post-doctoral education. 

t 
"The new instutition would work with existing universities 

in the region in building graduate opportunities as rapidly as 

possible. It would work with industry as a source and storehouse of 

fundamental thought out of which innovation would be encouraged. 

lilt would be organized as a university with the highest 

standards for faculty selection; it would be qualified to grant 

degrees to ensure its academic statute. but it WDuld not do am. so 

in practice, in order to encourage university development throughout 

the region. 
-lIOre-
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"A growing number of the faculty (of the Center, and of 

regional universities) hold adjunct appointments so that they function 

both within departmental lines of the university and in inter

disciplinary lines within the Center. Except for adjunct appointments, 

we do not recruit faculty from Southwestern institutions, to avoid 

mere transfer of faculty from one institution of the region to 

another. II 
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